EMG-based and gaze-tracking-based man-machine interfaces.
A great demand for brain-machine and, more generally, man-machine interfaces is arising nowadays, pushed by several promising scientific and technological results, which are encouraging the concentration of efforts in this field. The possibility of measuring, processing and decoding brain activity, so as to interpret neural signals, is often looked at as a possibility to bypass lost or damaged neural and/or motor structures. Beyond that, such interfaces currently show a potential for applications in other fields, space science being certainly one of them. At present, the concept of "reading" the brain to detect intended actions and use these to control external devices is being studied with several technical and methodological approaches; among these, interfaces based on electroencephalographic signals play today a prominent role. Within such a context, the aim of this section is to present a brief survey on two types of noninvasive man-machine interfaces based on a different approach. In particular, they rely on the extraction of control signals from the user with techniques that adopt electromyography and gaze tracking. Working principles, implementations, typical features, and applications of these two types of interfaces are reported.